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�� A performance standard for wholeA performance standard for whole--building air building air 

leakageleakage

�� Compliance ensured by measurement after Compliance ensured by measurement after 

completion of the buildingcompletion of the building

�� Air Leakage and its control in buildingsAir Leakage and its control in buildings

�� The UK Experience with regulating wholeThe UK Experience with regulating whole--

building airtightnessbuilding airtightness

�� ConclusionsConclusions



�� Traditionally, there are few quantified aspects of Traditionally, there are few quantified aspects of 
performance for buildingsperformance for buildings

�� We have difficulty in maximizing the We have difficulty in maximizing the 
performance of the building envelope  because performance of the building envelope  because 
we donwe don’’t measure the performancet measure the performance

�� We need to focus more on envelope performance We need to focus more on envelope performance 
for energy and CO2 emissions reasonsfor energy and CO2 emissions reasons

�� An easy place to start is envelope air leakageAn easy place to start is envelope air leakage



�� Exchange of air between conditioned Exchange of air between conditioned 

space and the outdoorsspace and the outdoors

�� UNPLANNED UNPLANNED 

�� UNCONTROLLEDUNCONTROLLED



�� Air moves from one place to another if:Air moves from one place to another if:

�� There is a pressure difference between the two There is a pressure difference between the two 

locations  and...locations  and...

�� There is an open or airThere is an open or air--permeable path between the permeable path between the 

two locationstwo locations

�� Nobody designs or builds air leakage paths into a Nobody designs or builds air leakage paths into a 

building building –– it results from incomplete or defective it results from incomplete or defective 

workwork



�� JointsJoints
�� Between different Between different 

materialsmaterials

�� At changes of At changes of 
geometry or planegeometry or plane

�� Construction or Construction or 
expansionexpansion

�� Service PenetrationsService Penetrations
�� PipesPipes

�� WiresWires

�� VentsVents
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�� Affects the ability to supply ventilation air Affects the ability to supply ventilation air 

comfortably, in the quantities required at the comfortably, in the quantities required at the 

times and locations requiredtimes and locations required

�� Imposes a negative potential for comfort and Imposes a negative potential for comfort and 

indoor air quality indoor air quality 

�� Imposes an energy penaltyImposes an energy penalty

�� Imposes a requirement for extra heating and Imposes a requirement for extra heating and 

cooling capacitycooling capacity



�� NOT Rocket Science !!!!NOT Rocket Science !!!!

�� But requires a detailed design...But requires a detailed design...

�� AND greater attention to quality control during AND greater attention to quality control during 

constructionconstruction

�� Our current designs show and label an Our current designs show and label an ““air air 

barrierbarrier”” or or ““plane of airtightnessplane of airtightness””

�� ...which is continuous  through all construction ...which is continuous  through all construction 

sections, details, joints, and penetrationssections, details, joints, and penetrations



�� Most of our construction quality control is via Most of our construction quality control is via 

visual spotvisual spot--check inspection during constructioncheck inspection during construction

�� WRT Water leakage, we have gone furtherWRT Water leakage, we have gone further

�� ... To setting performance standards for installed ... To setting performance standards for installed 

assemblies, and testing (some of) themassemblies, and testing (some of) them

�� But we have no similar confirmation of air But we have no similar confirmation of air 

leakage performance in a newlyleakage performance in a newly--constructed constructed 

buildingbuilding



�� Is quick and easy to do !Is quick and easy to do !

�� ...in most building types...in most building types

�� Install large fan to create known pressure Install large fan to create known pressure 

difference across building envelopedifference across building envelope

�� Measure the airflow through the fanMeasure the airflow through the fan

�� Normalize the airflow to the surface area of the Normalize the airflow to the surface area of the 

building envelopebuilding envelope

�� Compare with performance standardCompare with performance standard
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�� Large database of tests on singleLarge database of tests on single--family housesfamily houses

�� RR--2000 program has required air leakage testing 2000 program has required air leakage testing 

for over 20 yearsfor over 20 years

�� Energuide for Houses includes an air leakage testEnerguide for Houses includes an air leakage test

�� ... But much less has been done in larger ... But much less has been done in larger 

buildingsbuildings





�� In 2002, the UK Building Regulations were In 2002, the UK Building Regulations were 

amended to include a wholeamended to include a whole--building building 

airtightness requirementairtightness requirement

�� In 2006, this was extended to require an air In 2006, this was extended to require an air 

leakage test to demonstrate complianceleakage test to demonstrate compliance

�� How has this affected the UK construction and How has this affected the UK construction and 

building performance ?building performance ?



�� Reduce energy use in new buildingsReduce energy use in new buildings

�� Reduce dependence on foreign and nonReduce dependence on foreign and non--

renewable energy sourcesrenewable energy sources

�� Reduce carbon dioxide emissions to the Reduce carbon dioxide emissions to the 

atmosphereatmosphere

�� Do so in an efficient, fair, and objective Do so in an efficient, fair, and objective 

way way 



�� Ensures adequate level of performance at the Ensures adequate level of performance at the 
start of the buildingstart of the building’’s operational lifes operational life

�� Provides a feedback process to contractors and Provides a feedback process to contractors and 
developers which encourages qualitydevelopers which encourages quality

�� Provides a baseline measurement for Provides a baseline measurement for 
comparison with future tests of the same comparison with future tests of the same 
building, and comparison with other buildingsbuilding, and comparison with other buildings

�� Creates a new industry of building airtightness Creates a new industry of building airtightness 
testing and consultancytesting and consultancy



�� Nine accredited firms; over 100 employeesNine accredited firms; over 100 employees

�� Market size around $15 million per yearMarket size around $15 million per year

�� Demand for about 7000 tests per yearDemand for about 7000 tests per year

�� Several unique test rigs for varying building sizes, Several unique test rigs for varying building sizes, 

power availability and flexibilitypower availability and flexibility

�� Testing to UK standard can be completed in Testing to UK standard can be completed in ½½

day on typical small buildingsday on typical small buildings



�� Database of building airtightness tests developedDatabase of building airtightness tests developed

�� Split evenly between tests before mandatory Split evenly between tests before mandatory 

testing and aftertesting and after

�� Buildings grouped by type and sizeBuildings grouped by type and size

�� Statistical measures of  improvement calculatedStatistical measures of  improvement calculated



Database Test RecordsDatabase Test Records



Tested Air Leakage in UK Industrial BuildingsTested Air Leakage in UK Industrial Buildings



�� All BuildingsAll Buildings
Average Leakage

Before 2006
M3/(Hr*M2) @ 50 Pa

Average Leakage

After 2006
M3/(Hr*M2) @ 50 Pa

Percentage  of 

Pre-2006

All Buildings 17.7 8.2 46 %

Educational 9 8.25 92 %

Commercial 14 10 71 %

Industrial 24 7.4 31 %



�� Savings of approximately 0.8 % of  UK gas Savings of approximately 0.8 % of  UK gas 

consumption in these buildings each yearconsumption in these buildings each year

�� Reduction of 140,000 tons of CO2 emissions each Reduction of 140,000 tons of CO2 emissions each 

yearyear

�� Improved comfort in large stores by reducing Improved comfort in large stores by reducing 

cold air entry at the doorscold air entry at the doors

�� Ability to control ventilation without needAbility to control ventilation without need

for fans for fans 



�� 8 of 46 buildings in database failed to satisfy the 8 of 46 buildings in database failed to satisfy the 

standard on the first teststandard on the first test

�� Interviewees stated thatInterviewees stated that

�� most failures were easily brought up to the standardmost failures were easily brought up to the standard

�� The learning curve for contractors was steep, with The learning curve for contractors was steep, with 

very few having more than one building fail the testvery few having more than one building fail the test

�� The rules of thumb regarding ventilation design would The rules of thumb regarding ventilation design would 

require revision as  night cooling was not effective in require revision as  night cooling was not effective in 

an airtight buildingan airtight building



�� The UK experience with regulating wholeThe UK experience with regulating whole--
building airtightness has proven highly beneficialbuilding airtightness has proven highly beneficial

�� The greatest improvement has been seen in The greatest improvement has been seen in 
industrial, warehouse, and retail buildingsindustrial, warehouse, and retail buildings

�� The regulation did require the mandatory wholeThe regulation did require the mandatory whole--
building air leakage measurement to ensure building air leakage measurement to ensure 
compliance with the standardcompliance with the standard

�� As the performance level required by the As the performance level required by the 
standard is not stringent, the industry found it standard is not stringent, the industry found it 
relatively easy to implementrelatively easy to implement



�� A performance standard for Whole A performance standard for Whole ––building air building air 

leakage, with mandatory testing to prove leakage, with mandatory testing to prove 

compliance, will create major improvements to compliance, will create major improvements to 

�� building envelope energy efficiency building envelope energy efficiency 

�� occupant comfortoccupant comfort

�� Greenhouse gas emissionsGreenhouse gas emissions

�� Capital and operating costsCapital and operating costs

�� An idea whose time has come ! An idea whose time has come ! 


